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Abstract: Physical Education as one of the branches of science are considered to contribute positively in spurring science and health. Teaching strategies are deemed relevant if able to deliver students to achieve educational goals through learning. Some types of cooperative learning models are NHT (Numbered Head Together) and TAI (Team Assisted Individualization). Type of collaborative learning is considered able to facilitate students whose ability is different. With this learning mechanism, students can learn from their peers and are expected to improve education achievement both individual and classical performance. However, the comparison or comparison of existing types has not been visible, so that valid comparable data required in applying a suitable learning to students. Based on this, it needs research that is Comparative Cooperative Learning Type NHT (Numbered Head Together) and TAI (Team Assisted Individualization) volleyball class First School. The results of this study show that the average comparison between NHT type cooperative learning and TAI type cooperative learning shows a mean difference of 13.87 indicating that collaborative learning of NHT model is more efficient than cooperative learning type TAI.
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1. Introduction

Education is an important factor for the survival of the nation and supporting factors that play a significant role in all sectors of life because the quality of a country is very close to education [1]. Education is a service in the form of culture process, where this understanding implies the existence of input and output. In this case, the inputs are learners, facilities, infrastructure, and environment, while the output is education services, graduates or alumni and research results. One of the internal factors that support the learners' efforts leads them to changes in situations as well as changes in progress in the intellect development process in particular and the process of mental development, as well as personal attitudes. Learning outcomes achieved by the students influenced by two main factors namely the factor of within the students themselves and factors that come from outside the student self [2]. Factors in others that support the success of student learning are the activity of students in the classroom. Failure and success rely heavily on students because individuals have different traits and characteristics. The more active students in the learning process, both independent and in school the better achievement of learning [3].

Physical Education as one of the branches of science is considered to contribute positively in spurring science and health. The opinion that physical education is an integral part of the overall educational process [4]. The fields and targets pursued are the physical, mental, emotional and social development of healthy citizens through the medium of physical activity in an efficient, improve the quality of work (performance), learning ability and health. So physical education becomes very important in efforts to improve the quality of teaching.

A student is said to have learned if there has been a change of behaviour in him. The desired changes as a result of learning include the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor aspects [5]. The cognitive aspect concerns the acquisition of new knowledge or the addition of existing knowledge. The active aspect concerning the development of new attitudes and interests or the perfection of beliefs and interests that have possessed, while the psychomotor aspects are related to the acquisition of new skills or the achievement of competencies possessed [6].

Quality education is education that produces graduates who have the ability that includes the above three aspects, namely cognitive aspects, affective aspects, psychomotor aspects, to follow even a pioneer of renewal in education. One of the restoration efforts in the field of teaching is the updating of strategies or improving the relevance of teaching methods [3].

Teaching strategies are considered relevant if able to deliver students to achieve educational goals through learning. An instructional strategy is a way that teachers use in teaching subject matter by focusing on learning situations to achieve goals [7]. A good teaching strategy is a plan that requires student activeness in thinking and acting confidently and creatively in developing the material that has mastered.

One method of learning Cooperative learning system is one method that should get attention and choice for teachers in providing a subject teaching. Learning by the cooperative method is a method of learning where students learn in small groups that have different levels of ability, this little group of each member is required to work together with members of one group with another [8]. Type of cooperative learning is
considered able to facilitate students whose ability is different. Students who have more knowledge about the material studied can show concern and responsibility to their peers. The student can actualise the ability more to be concerned about his friends who are less able and nourish the sense of shared responsibility in learning, and foster self-confidence [9]. With this learning mechanism, students can learn from their peers and are expected to improve education achievement both individual and classical performance. However, the comparison or comparison of existing types has not been visible, so that valid comparable data required in applying a suitable learning to students.

2. Method

This study is an experimental research that will compare the results of treatment of two types of cooperative learning that is TAI type and NHT type.

The number of samples used in this study was 32 students for each experimental class. The research design is Post Test Only Comparative Group Design [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K₁</td>
<td>X₁</td>
<td>O₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K₂</td>
<td>X₂</td>
<td>O₂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information:
K₁ = NHT type experiment class 1
K₂ = TAI type experiment class 2
X₁ = NHT type learning treatment
X₂ = TAI type learning treatment
O₁ = Post-test for Experiment Class 1
O₂ = Post-test for Experiment Class 2

Data collection techniques used in this study are observation and test sheets. The comment sheets are used to collect data on student learning activity indexes (psychomotor, cognitive and affective). Meanwhile, to obtain data of student learning result used the product of learning test.

Learning for both types is effective if at least 80% of students are in the high or very high category and 80% of observed aspects of activity are at least in the effective or highly effective group.

Data analysis techniques with inferential statistics used to test the research hypothesis. Check the hypothesis used parametric statistics with the t test. With the level of significance to test the hypothesis used $\alpha = 0.05$. The type of t-test used is an independent sample T-test.

The decision-making criterion is accepted $H_0$ if the significance level $p \geq 0.05 = \alpha$, but reject $H_0$ if the significance level $p$ has other prices. For inferential statistics used SPSS statistical analysis program. But before the hypothesis testing done before the prerequisite test of normality and homogeneity test.

3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Description of Analysis

Description of research results describe the characteristics of study respondents about the learning outcomes of the Volley Ball class, in the learning both in the experimental class 1 and in the experimental class 2. The descriptions are each described as follows:
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**Figure 1**: Comparison of education course learning experiments of TAI and NHT types.

Figure 1 shows for the learning NHT in the category of being obtained a percentage of 9.38% (3 students), for the high group got rate 90.62% (29 students). From these results, it saw that the achievement of dominant learning outcomes in the top category.

Then for the learning TAI with the group is obtained a percentage of 25.00% (8 students), for the high group got rate 5.62% (24 students). From these results, it saw that the achievement of dominant learning outcomes in the top category.

3.2. Minimum Exhaustiveness Criteria

Minimum Exhaustiveness Criteria is the lowest approach to state learners reach completeness. Minimum Exhaustiveness criteria must establish at the beginning of the school year by the educational unit based on the results of the subject teachers' deliberations in educational units or some instructional units that have similar characteristics [11]. Based on the minimum completeness criteria applicable in junior high school used to determine the level of achievement of student learning outcomes.
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**Figure 2**: Comparison of mastery of student learning NHT and TAI

Data for the learning NHT obtained percentage of 5.38% (2 students), for the high group got rate 90.62% (29 students). From these results, it saw that the achievement of dominant learning outcomes in the top category.
Figure 2 for NHT model learning has 12 students or 37.50% who have not reached the minimum mastery criteria, and 20 students or 62.50% who have attained the minimum proficiency standards. Students who have achieved the minimum proficiency standards of 62.50% far above the standard completion requirements that have been determined then the artistic completeness can meet so that cooperative learning type NHT can be said sufficient when viewed from the aspects of learning outcomes.

Then for TAI model knowledge, there are no students who have not reached the minimum completeness criteria, and 32 students or 100% who have achieved the minimum mastery criteria. Students who have attained the minimum proficiency standards of 100% far above the standard completion requirements that have been determined then the artistic completeness can meet so that cooperative learning type TAI can be said to be effective when viewed from the aspects of learning outcomes.

3.3. Independent Sample T Test

Before the analysis of Independent Sample T Test done than first check the distribution of research data by using the normality test and homogeneity test.

Check the normality of data that researchers use the normality test using SPSS application program. The normality test is used to determine whether the data used in the study is from a normally distributed population or not. Normally distributed data if the probability (p) value in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is greater than alpha α = 0. [12]. Normality test results can be seen in table 1 as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Value-p</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the result of normality test of learning result above is obtained on Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in experimental class 1 p-value = 0.094 > α hence can be decided that data in experiment class 1 comes from normally distributed data. Similarly, in the experimental class 2 p-value = 0.200 ≥ α, it can determine that the data in experiment class 2 comes from normally distributed data.

Homogeneity test aims to determine whether the sample comes from a population that is homogeneous distributed or not. One way of making decisions is to use the Test of Homogeneity of Variance [13]. The test criterion performed if the p-value of Based on Mean in Bartlett's test is greater than alpha α = 0.05. The results of homogeneity test computing presented in table 2 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bartlett Statistics</th>
<th>df1</th>
<th>df2</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Based on Mean</td>
<td>1.199</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From table 2 we get the p-value of Based on Mean is p = 0.273. Because the value of p = 0.273 > α = 0.05, then the data in this research comes from a population that varies homogeneous.

With the fulfilment of normality and homogeneity of data than hypothesis testing can do by using t-test Independent Sample T-test. The decision-making criterion is accepted H₀ if the significance level p ≥ 0.05 = α, but reject H₀ if it is otherwise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Value-p</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NHT-TAI</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>H₀ Accept</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the result of hypothesis test above using Independent Sample T Test on a comparison of learning effect using cooperative learning type NHT and TAI obtained p-value 0.000 > α. Hence can be decided to accept alternative hypothesis stating that there is a difference between result learn by using NHT type cooperative learning with cooperative learning type TAI. Inferentially, there was an average difference of 13.87 between NHT type cooperative learning and TAI type cooperative learning. Shows that NHT type cooperative learning is more effective than TAI type cooperative learning.

Comparison of learning outcomes based on the achievement of the effectiveness of cooperative learning type TAI and NHT is determined based on the completeness of learning achievement classically. The result of the research shows that the two kinds of learning in the application have reached the completeness of classical learning outcomes in which both types achieve the artistic integrity of 62.50% for NHT type cooperative learning and 100% completeness for cooperative learning type TAI. This result is far above the specified criteria. Descriptively there are differences in learning outcomes that show NHT type cooperative learning is more effective than TAI type cooperative learning.

When viewed from the aspect of student learning motivation on cooperative learning type NHT, the results showed that there are 81.25% of students have the motivation to get to be at least high or very high while in cooperative learning type TAI, the results showed that there 90.63% of students have learning motivation is in the category of at least very high or very high. The results showed, descriptively the students who are taught by cooperative learning type TAI have different education motivation from students who are taught by cooperative learning type NHT.

Numbered heads together (NHT) is the most efficient and potential learning method to be used in the learning process; this is because learners are encouraged to collaborate with content-related discussion material. The heterogenic response in the discussion adds to the students’ understanding so that NHT methods are more efficient for use [14]. Supported by research conducted by [15] which shows learning outcomes with NHT methods increased from learners to 5% compared with traditional methods.

The NHT method also proved to be more effective than traditional learning methods with the subjects of the study of persons with disabilities that showed higher quiz values than
usual [16]. On the other hand, these learners also preferred the NHT method compared to traditional methods. NHT method is also actually used in the learning process for students who experience emotional and behavioural disorders. Supported by research [17] in which a student encounters behavioural and emotional problems in the learning process, in particular on the subject of mathematics, then the researchers apply the NHT method to the students. The results indicate that the student’s learning achievement increased by up to 80% also showed enthusiasm and enjoyed the discussion of correct answers within the group.

The reinforced by research conducted by [18] comparing three learning designs: "response cards (RC)", "numbered heads together" (NHT). And "whole group question and answer" (WGQA) in grade VI students showed that NHT & RC methods are far superior in improving student learning outcomes than from WGQA methods to students. Similarly, students who taught with cooperative learning type TAI, the results showed, overall students or 100% of students have high learning activity index, and all aspects of observed activities at least are in the effective or very effective category. Descriptively both types of knowledge have the same learning activity index. Based on the criteria of the effectiveness of education, it concluded that the two types of knowledge, i.e. cooperative learning type NHT and TAI model sufficient for applied in junior high school students.

4. Conclusion

The average score of student learning outcomes taught by cooperative learning type of NHT is 73.39 and students who have reached the completeness of 62.50%. So that the integrity of learning outcomes classically achieved and cooperative learning type TAI teaches the average score of student learning outcomes is 87.26 and students who have reached the mastery of 100% so that the completeness of learning outcomes also achieved classical. From the t-test analysis for the learning result data using independent samples test obtained the value of (p) 0.000 > 0.05 means H1 accepted, or it can say that there are differences in student learning outcomes taught by cooperative learning type NHT with students taught by cooperative learning type TAI.

The average comparison between NHT type cooperative learning and TAI type cooperative learning shows a mean difference of 13.87 indicating that collaborative learning of NHT model is more efficient than TAI type cooperative learning.
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